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BRAKE  
PADS

BETTER PERFORMANCE

OE-equivalent friction formulations 
are specifically engineered to 
enhance braking power, minimize 
braking distance and provide a 
quiet and safe braking experience 
in all road conditions. 

SCORCHING

Brembo pads are thermal 
scorched according to Brembo OE 
specifications to reduce running-
in and fading. 

UNDERLAYER

Provides noise dampening and 
heat shield to reduce heat transfer 
to the caliper. 

PREMIUM RED METAL SHIM

The multi-layer ESE (Elastomer 
– Steel – Elastomer) red shim 
minimizes vibrations and noise, 
clearly identifying it as a Brembo 
product. 

OE DIRECT MOLDING

OE Direct Molding Pressing Process 
guarantees maximum product 
accuracy. The positive molding 
process uses extreme pressure 
to compress the friction material 
and bond it to the backing plate. 

Brembo Low Met Brembo NAO



BRAKE  
ROTORS

The entire Brembo line of brake discs and drums, 
including the special Brembo Xtra family, is UN ECE R90 
type approved.

A wider and constantly updated  
new line, based on new technolo-
gy developed in collaboration with 
car manufacturers for more practi-
cal fitting procedures and greater 
resistance to corrosion. 

Exclusive system which enhances 
cooling potential and increases 
disc resistance by over 40%.

PILLAR VENTING 
TECHNOLOGY

SCREW KIT HIGH CARBON

UV COATING

Cast iron disc with a high carbon 
content, to minimize vibration 
and noise while optimizing 
performance and enhancing 
driving comfort.

Mounting  screws are included in 
the disc package for easier, safer 
and more efficient installation.

UN ECE R90



THE NEW BREMBO  
BEYOND EV KIT.

GREENER THINKING,  
UNIQUE SOLUTIONS.

THE NEW BREMBO BEYOND EV KIT. 
LET’S GO FURTHER!

 
Unique in the 
Independent 
Aftermarket

Dedicated solution  
for electric cars

No rust, less dust

Better performance, 
more sustainability

Better for the 
environment

Protection against 
oxidation

Striking and bold 
design



LUBRICANT

BREMBO 
PREMIUM 
BRAKE  
FLUID

Its mineral composition, which is 
oil-based, has no metallic soaps 
and no fatty acids that make it 
non-conductive.

NO METALLIC 
SOAPS AND FATTY 
ACIDS

Its non-corrosive properties also 
make it compatible with all me-
tals.

PROTECTS 
AGAINST 
CORROSION

LIMIT VAPOR LOCK

Strong points: reduced  
viscosity and high boiling point.

Brake discs, calipers, pads and brake and master cylinders  
are the four cardinal points of each braking system; however,  
they are likely to be useless without the core of the entire system,  
the brake fluid. 

HIGHER 
BOILING 
POINT 

SUPERIOR 
RESISTANCE 

ANTI-
CORROSION 

UNALTERED 
CHEMICAL/
PHYSICAL 
PROPERTIES

Thanks to its low viscosity level 
it spreads evenly on the backing 
plate without breaking up, main-
taining its lubricating properties 
for a long time.

EASY TO APPLY 

Brembo B-QUIET is also extremely 
resistant to washing and to 
high temperatures, because it is 
insoluble.

WASH RESISTANT 



bumpertobumper.ca/brembo


